
Movement
FROM REFLEX TO COMPLEX BEHAVIOR



Movement-What’s the 
importance?

Sir Charles Scott Sherrington
OM GBE PRS[7][8] (27 November 
1857 – 4 March 1952) was an 
English neurophysiologist, 
histologist, bacteriologist, and a 
pathologist, Nobel laureate and 
president of the Royal Society in 
the early 1920s. 



Movement-What’s the 
importance?

To move things is all that 
mankind can do, for such the 

sole executant is muscle, 
whether in whispering an syllable 

or in felling a forest.



Movement-What’s the 
importance?

From Ancient time to now…



Movement-What’s the 
importance?

Only part of brain…

What the 
AlphaGo cannot?



Movement?

Not a simple procedure.

~ 640 muscles are controlled by CNS, 
& internal and external information are processed for the control.
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The organization 
and Planning of 
Movement
CHAPTER 33
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Classification of Movement

Voluntary Involuntary

ConditionedUnconditioned

Movement

Controlled

Voluntary movement is the 
expression of thought through action.



Classification of Movement
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ConditionedUnconditioned

Movement

Controlled

What are the examples for 
unconditioned movement?



Classification of Movement

Voluntary Involuntary

ConditionedUnconditioned

Movement

Controlled

What are the examples for 
unconditioned movement?

Feeding, Defensive (sensitization) …

Learned habits
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Classification of Movement

Voluntary Involuntary

ConditionedUnconditioned

Movement

Controlled

Higher brain function Sensory signal

Sensory signal

What’s advantage?



Voluntary movement

Voluntary

Controlled

Higher brain function

Sensory signal

Planning for a GOAL
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Voluntary movement

Voluntary

Controlled

Higher brain function

Sensory signal

Planning for a GOAL

Possible to use 
various effectors for a GOAL

Motor equivalence



Motor equivalence



Motor equivalence
Suggests that purposeful movements are represented in the 
brain abstractly rather than as sets of specific joint motions 

or muscle contractions.
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Motor equivalence

Motor equivalence
Suggests that purposeful movements are represented in the 
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Motor equivalence

Motor equivalence
Suggests that purposeful movements are represented in the 
brain abstractly rather than as sets of specific joint motions 

or muscle contractions.

More flexibility!Different from robot arm movement…



Grab a cup on the desk.

Imagine the procedure of movement!



To hold a cup…

Where is it?



To hold a cup…

Where is it?

Find it in egocentric space



To hold a cup…

Plan to go!

Where are the end effector and endpoint?



To hold a cup…

Kinematic information
Velocity & Speed
Muscle length
Acceleration
Relative position vector
Relative velocity
Relative acceleration
“Geometry of Motion”

Kinetic information
The “forces” generated or experienced 
by our body.

Plan to go!

We should consider two factors…



Forward & Inverse

Terms in movement planning
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Sensorimotor transformation 
Forward vs. Inverse

Brain
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Forward
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Sensorimotor transformation 
Forward dynamic transformation

Brain

Target

Forward

Inverse

Forward dynamic transformation

The action of motor 
commands on muscles 
that results in a set of 
angular positions and 
velocities.



Sensorimotor transformation 
Inverse dynamic transformation

Brain

Target

Forward

Inverse

Forward dynamic transformation

Inverse dynamic transformation

What are the forward and inverse transformation?



Let’s see what’s going on 
when you try to hold a cup!

Plan to go!



Sensorimotor transformation 
steps

Kinetics



Sensorimotor transformation 
Inverse kinematic transformation

Inverse kinematic transformation: 
calculation of a set of joint angles that can reach an endpoint 



Sensorimotor transformation 
Forward kinematic transformation

Forward kinematic transformation:
Calculation of an endpoint from a set of joint angles



Object in space



How to know my finger position
in space?



Space

How to know my finger position
in space?

Brain should know the position in a certain space…



Internal model

How to know my finger position
in space?





How to know my fingers’ positions 
in space?

Internal model

Kenneth Craik said,
“If the organism carries a ‘small-scale model’ of external reality and of 
its own possible actions within its head, it is able to try out various 
alternatives, conclude which is the best of them, react to future 
situations before they arise, utilize the knowledge of past events in 
dealing with the present and future, and in every way to react in a 
much fuller, safer, and more competent manner to the emergencies 
which face it.”

A kind of simulation inside brain & get flexibility.



How to know my fingers’ positions 
in space?

Internal model

Forward model Inverse model

Estimates future 
sensory inputs based 
on motor outputs

Calculate motor 
outputs from sensory 
inputs (a desired 
sensory consequence)

If I do this action (X), 
I will get Y.

To get Y,
I control the action (X).



Internal model



Internal model

Inverse model: To get Y,
I control the action (X).
<Kinematics & Kinetics>



Internal model

<Problem?>
Cannot predict
the outcome
with calculated
kinematics and 
kinetics…



Internal model

Forward model:
If I do this action (X), 

I will get Y.
X-Kinematics & Kinetics



Movement inaccuracies



Movement inaccuracies

Even the movements of the 
most skilled players show 
some degree of variability.



Movement inaccuracies

Even the movements of the 
most skilled players show 
some degree of variability.

Neuronal noise

Accuracy & Precision



Think which case you had 
before?

e.g. Behavioral speed & accuracy



Accuracy of movement 
& its speed

Speed-accuracy trade off



Inaccuracy in internal model

Change of accuracy



Inaccuracy in internal model

Internal model

Learning

More accurate!



Different coordinate systems 
may be employed at 
different stages of 
sensorimotor transformation.



Egocentric

The “I” or self of any person (ego is Latin for “I”). 



Different egocentric 
coordinate systems

Egocentric coordination Using proprioceptive system



Different egocentric 
coordinate systems

Really inside 
the brain?

Still in controversy



OBSERVATIONS ON THE SCRATCH-REFLEX IN THE
SPINAL DOG. By C. S. SHERRINGTON. (27 Fioures
in Text.)

(The Physiology Laboratory, University of Liverpool.)

CONTENTS.
PAGE

I. The rhythm of the reflex response is independent of the rhythm
of the stimulus. 1

II. Refractory phase. 8
III. Intensity. 14
IV. After-discharge .16
V. Summation. 19
VI. Immediate spinal induction. 23
VII. The receptive field .27
VIII. Fatigue .32
IX. Spinal shock .42
X. Apsthesia and the scratch-reflex .44
XI. The scratch-reflex as an adapted reaction .45
XII. Summary of conclusions. 48

J. THE RHYTHM OF THE REFLEX RESPONSE IS INDEPENDENT OF
THE RHYTHM OF THE STIMULUS.

THE scratch-reflex of the 'spinal' dog can be elicited by electrical
stimuli' as well as by mechanical of the kinds previously described2 as
efficient for it. It was noted in a former papers that the frequency of
the rhythmic response of this reflex is not sensibly affected by the rate
of repetition of mechanical stimuli evoking it, For testing this relation
electrical stimuli possess advantages over mechanical. With the former
the rate of application, duration, &c., can be better adjusted and con-
trolled. If a graphic record of the scratching movement itself be taken
simultaneously with that of the application of the stimuli to the skin,
the rhythms of the movement and of the stitnulus can be compared.

1 Proc. Physiol. Soc. xvii. 1904.. (This Journal, xxxi.)
2 This Journal, xxx. p. 39. 1903.
3 This Journal, xxix. p. 64. 1903.

IPH. 2XXXV.

Receptive field in the brain

(Sherrington, 1906)



Stereotypical patterns 
are employed in many 
movements



Stereotypical ?

What is the stereotypical movement?

A stereotypy is a repetitive or ritualistic 
movement, posture, or utterance. 



Stereotypical ?

What is the stereotypical movement?

A stereotypy is a repetitive or ritualistic 
movement, posture, or utterance. 

Advantage?



Stereotypical ?

What is the stereotypical movement?

A stereotypy is a repetitive or ritualistic 
movement, posture, or utterance. 

Efficient

From hard work to easy work



Fitts’s law

The original 1954 paper by Paul Fitts proposed a 
metric to quantify the difficulty of a target 
selection task. The metric was based on an 
information analogy, where the distance to the 
target (D) is like a signal and the tolerance or 
width of the target (W) is like noise. The metric is 
Fitts's index of difficulty (ID, in bits):



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kly2QA1bFc8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kly2QA1bFc8


Fitts’s law

The original 1954 paper by Paul Fitts proposed a 
metric to quantify the difficulty of a target 
selection task. The metric was based on an 
information analogy, where the distance to the 
target (D) is like a signal and the tolerance or 
width of the target (W) is like noise. The metric is 
Fitts's index of difficulty (ID, in bits):

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kly2QA1bFc8

Develop
stereotypical
movement

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kly2QA1bFc8


Stereotypical features

Hand movement: 
straight path
Think the joint movement.
How to make the straight path?

Stereotypical feature 
for hand movement
but others changed 



Two-thirds power law

Increase curvature => Slow movement



Two-thirds power law

Movement primitives
(Movement schema)
The simple spatiotemporal elements 
of a complex movement

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ecOoW7T6xFo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ge0GduY1rtE

What’s the movement primitive here?
A curvature

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ecOoW7T6xFo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ge0GduY1rtE


Movement primitives

Movement primitives
(Movement schema)

Movement primitives
(Movement schema)

Movement primitives
(Movement schema)

+

+

Complex
behavior

=



Movement primitives

Movement primitives
(Movement schema)

Movement primitives
(Movement schema)

Movement primitives
(Movement schema)

+

+

Complex
behavior

=
Learning or 
evolution

Low-cost
movement!



Feedforward control

For very quick movement



Feedforward control

Open-loop

Already calculated

Ballistic



Feedforward control

Max points are same in any cases



Feedforward control

If it’s not the 
feedforward 
system.

Velocity



Feedforward control

Velocity
Only by the feedback.



Feedforward control

Movements that are not 
correctible during the movement 
are often termed ballistic.



Feedforward control

If saccade 
used feedback 
information…

The process takes ~200 ms.

BUT, saccade takes less than100 ms.



Feedforward control

Disadvantage?

If something’s wrong…
How to fix it?



Feedback control

But, most movements should be adjusted during the movements.



To hold a cup…

Kinematic information
Velocity & Speed
Muscle length
Acceleration
Relative position vector
Relative velocity
Relative acceleration
“Geometry of Motion”

Kinetic information
The “forces” generated 
or experienced 
by our body.

Muscle spindle

Golgi tendon 
organ

Go!



Feedback control

Closed loop system



Feedback control

Closed loop system

Gain:
The amount by which the 
corrective motor command 
is increased or decreased 
per unit of positional error is 
called the gain.



Gain

Delay

Feedback control
Gain vs. Delay

1 step

3 step

5 step gain

(ex)
Simulation

If the gain step is low

If the gain step is high

If the gain delay is long



Feedforward then feedback 
system

Correction by error!!!

Performed by plan!!!



Feedforward then feedback 
system

Example

Lifting

Sensory receptor in the finger
Slip signal up => grab force up



Feedback + feedforward 
conrol

B. When the subject 
knows the weight.

C. When the weight is 
larger than expected.
Dotted line: 400 g lifting
Solid line: 800 g lifting

Expected 400 g

1. First see the blue lines



Parcinian corpuscle

Lamellar corpuscles, or Pacinian 
corpuscles, are one of the four major 
types of mechanoreceptor cell 
in glabrous mammalian skin. They 
are nerve endings in the skin 
responsible for sensitivity 
to vibration and pressure.



Feedback + feedforward 
conrol

B. When the subject 
knows the weight.

C. When the weight is 
larger than expected.
Dotted line: 400 g lifting
Solid line: 800 g lifting

Expected 400 g

1. First see the blue lines

2. See the purple lines

Slippery



Feedback + feedforward 
conrol

What is ”gated”?

“gated”

Slippery



Observer model

Forward
Dynamic 
model

Forward
Sensory 
model

Gain

Sensory feed back

Prediction of current state Prediction of final state

Adjust

Forward
forward 
model



Prediction compensates for 
sensorimotor delay

Feedback control of movement requires information.
Sensory feedback from the periphery is both noisy and slow.

Two solutions:
1. Intermittency of movement (Pause)
2. Prediction of changes 



Prediction compensates for 
sensorimotor delay

Feedback control of movement requires information.
Sensory feedback from the periphery is both noisy and slow.

Two solutions:
1. Intermittency of movement
2. Prediction of changes 



Sensory processing is 
different for action and 
perception



Two visual pathways

Ungerleider & Haxby, 1994
Conscious visual perception

Visual perception for motor?

Goodale & Milner, 1992



Patient DF – visual agnosia

Goodale & Milner, 1992
Agnosia is the inability to 
process sensory information. 

Ventral stream problem

Optic ataxia

Optic ataxia is a high 
order deficit in reaching 
to visual goals that 
occurs with posterior 
parietal cortex (PPC) 
lesions. It is a 
component of Balint's 
syndrome that also 
includes attentional and 
gaze disorders.

Dorsal stream



Optic ataxia

Optic ataxia concerns impairments in using visual information to 
guide motor movements. In the clip we see a patient who can 
recognize visual objects but with at least one of her hands she 
has a difficult time reaching out to grasp the objecta problem tied 
to impaired representation in the "how" visual pathway.

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=BkOb9FR5Lgk



Size-weight illusion

Same weight but 
subjects thought 
smaller one felt 
heavier.

Expectation Same force

Conscious perception



Motor systems must 
adapt to development 
and experience



Learning improves the 
accuracy of reaching in a 
novel dynamic environment

After effect

Brasher-Krug & Bizzi, 1996

Accuracy up!
But,
After effect…

Motor adapt or learning



Proprioception

Patient cases



Proprioception

Knowing myself is 
very important to 
learn the motor 
sequences.



Papers

AND

or



Next…

Reflex!






